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INTRODUCTION
Acquiring
pragmatically.
access

a second

communicate

cultures,

with

perspectives

more

untranslated

increased

brain

Moreover,

bilingualism

thrive

of the

form,

activity

in an increasingly

remain

of Americans

in foreign

world's

(Bhattacharjee,

when
2012;

language

pursue

courses

(2) the

ability

applying

individuals

education

to acquire

and (5)

Troike,

2012).

function

and

population

population,

in a college

a second

effectively

jobs,

to effectively

of the world's

(1)

in their

nearly 60% of the world's

unlike the majority

post-secondary

2012;

include

as

texts

for and keeping

& Shook,

Marian

as well

to

(3) access to literary

In fact

long enough

cognitively

and multilingualism

of living,

prepare

more global society.

who

both

of bilingualism

inhabitants,

and multilingualism

However,

advantages,

and ways

(4) advantages

speaks two or more languages.
a handful

has many

Just a few of the many benefits

to other

original,

language

only

or university

language

(Dirstine,

2006).

Learning a language different
instance, foreign
study material

language learning

related to a culture

as well as the nonlinguistic
(Dirstine,

2006).

practice
language

from one's own native language is not an easy task.
is one of the only subjects where students

different

from their own, in addition

habits and specific ways of thinking

Additionally,

a major component

speaking

in the

language.

learning

requires

higher possibility

target
students

of learning

Therefore,

a foreign

unlike

other

are required

to the language

associated

For
to

itself

with the language

language

is extensive

disciplines,

foreign

to take more social risks due to the fact that there

is a

of public embarrassment.
Rioux I 1

Furthermore,
2006).

acquiring

Unfortunately,

foreign

language

a second

in the current

study is generally

American

that

language.
students

standing

Moreover,

foreign

are usually just

of foreign

the prolonged

required

Thus, if foreign

fluency

language,

in the target

abilities

and achievements.

likely

initiate

a learning

completing

the learning

task,

that

in the classroom,
requirements

For instance,
more

willing

task and is more

is necessary

motivation

a student

likely to persist

positively

a higher

amount

in completing

boost the motivational

to overall

motivation

students

this task, educators

in order to gain the proper

is more

of effort

the learning

how to boost their students'

that contribute

to

affects their

who is very motivated

to understand

factors

high

have been met.

to expend

To accomplish

the

and (2) persist in the study of

to foreign

classroom.

words,

language

For these reasons, it is of particular

language

as electives

to achieve

(Hsieh, 2010).

in the foreign

to high

does not promote

even in the face of difficulties
language educators

systems,

are going to propel their students

1994) suggests that a student's

academic
to

language

Hill,

can study the

In other

must be taken to inspire foreign

achievement

middle

only offered

institutions

2011;

school

until their

of years.

educational

language educators

language, even after their academic

Research (Obrnyei,

(Eaton,

of time during which students

to take for a couple

measures

to (1) strive for higher academic

to students

courses are generally

study of the second

levels of proficiency.

the foreign

amount

language

a lot of time

K-12 and post-secondary

language courses in American

and intense

takes

not made available

school years, which offers a very limited
target

language

in

task,

importance

level of motivation
need to know
insight

the

into how to

levels of their students.

R.ioux
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Self-efficacy
been extensively

theory

(Bandura,

studied

1986) and attribution

theory

(Weiner,

1979) have both

1995;

Spence & Usher,

(Parajes & Miller,

in areas such as math

2007), English (Linnenbrink

& Pintrich, 2003; Parajes, 2003), and sports (Martin-Krumm

2003) as major

factors

influencing

However,

only a handful

examined

together

people

have

attributions

of studies

in a foreign

regarding

more

or

they

not

and achievement

where

both of these

Self-efficacy
can

complete

to

In these

and those who attributed

complete

that individuals

successes to external

factors,

and were fairly

achievement

a task

theories

learning

studies

of the beliefs

successfully

while

& Schallert,

(Hsieh

their successes to internal

tasks.

On the

other

with low levels of self-efficacy
like their teacher's

unmotivated

were

the reasons why they think they were or were

such as thei r a bi lity, as well as interna I causa lity factors
motivated

is a measure

outcomes.

2008;

& Zabihi, 2011; Vough, 2011) results showed that individuals

levels of self-efficacy

demonstrated

results

context.

on a task they just completed.

Hsieh, 2004; Pishghadam

factors,

language

whether

motivation

have been realized

are beliefs people have regarding

not successful

higher

for determining

et al.,

manner

performed
hand,

in learning

and post-secondary

institutions

and were

studies

and those who attributed

of grading,

to partake

and stable

better

these

with

also
their

had lower achievement

tasks that would

improve

their

outcomes.

With many secondary
requirements

of at least two

years of study

educators

understand

how

to

properly

motivated

to complete

the necessary

of the same language,

encourage

language

implementing

their

learning

students

tasks.

foreign

language

it is imperative
so that

Moreover}

they

foreign

that

become
language

R,ioux
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teachers

need to know

language

even after

language

is eventually

they

have met

acquired

the interrelationship
self-efficacy

how to motivate

achievement

causality

attributions

language

classrooms.

be compared

between

students

language

seeks to validate

by their students.
language

to observe

language

the foreign

so that

the foreign

In the current
classroom

their foreign

requirements.

exists between

and student
and internal,

levels and attributions

will

language study to achieve
who are simply taking

Lastly, the current

(Hsieh & Kang, 2010; Hsieh & Schallert,

a relationship

study,

of high grades in intermediate-

and those students

university

learning

if high self-efficacy

the self-efficacy

who plan to continue

the research of others

and their attributional

requirements,

in the foreign

Additionally,

class to complete

2004) by assessing whether

to continue

are sound predictors

a minor or a major in the foreign

the foreign

institution's

will be examined

level foreign

either

their

students

as a second language

between

and attributions

stable and internal

their

an individual's

study

2008; Hsieh,

self-efficacy

levels

habits,

LITERARY REVI EW

Motivation
achievement
of the subject

has

in foreign
matter,

long

2010).

identified

as one

and second language acquisition
motivation

will engage in an academic
the likelihood

been

is very influential

task, how much effort

that they will persist in completing

However,

as Hsieh (2010)

suggests,

of

the

(Obrnyei,

in determining
they will impart

determining
1998).

factors

Indeed,

whether

regardless

or not a student

to complete

that task and

the task in the face of a challenge

{'...simply

acknowledging

the

for

(Hsieh,

importance

Rioux!
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learner

motivation

understand

motivation

fully how students

motivated,"
become

and how

(2).

develop

Two theories

that

are Albert

Bandura's

motivated

relates

to learners'

motivation

actions

does

not allow

and how we can help students

have been used to explain
self-efficacy

theory

how students

us to

become

develop

and Bernard Weiner's

and

attribution

theory.

Self-Efficacy

Self-efficacy
complete

is the

a task successfully.

contributor

Albert

early 1960sL

effort

develop

1986).

they will expend

to Bandura

contri bute to the development

psychological
relates

an individual's

mastery
states.

affects

positive experiences

(1986)

Mastery

experience,

which

is rather

considerable

on the personal
(Jabbarifar,

and Schunk (1991)'

vicarious

as explained

they

can

by its main
theory

in the

control

over

what a person tries to achieve and how

and characteristics

(2)

or not

on self-efficacy

exercise

is dependent

past performance

self-efficacy

his research

self-beliefs

whether

theory,

there

of ani ndivid ua II s self-efficacy

experience,

to the individual's

experience

have regarding

In other words,

to achieve

about their own capabilities

(1)

people

The key to the self-efficacy

is the idea that

According

include

that

Bandura (who began publishing

how they behave (Bandura,
much

beliefs

experiences,

straightforward.

they

main factors

that

2011).

are four
bel iefs.
(3)

These four

persuasions

is the most influential

experiences.

expectations

The manner
For instance,

with a learning task in the past, they tend to develop

factors
and

(4)

of all four factors,
in which

if a learner

mastery
has had

higher self-efficacy
R.ioux
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beliefs.
with

However;

a learning

levels.

to the

completing
parent,

experiences,

individual

the learning

that

in turn

influential

to

capabilities.

task.

complete

self-efficacy

task, they

Martin-Krumm

interpret

these

have explored

conditions

conducted

is foreign

self-efficacy

& Pintrich,

However,
and second
theory

with

Korean students

researchers

found

students
learning

that

a learning

psychological

states

the

learner

in the foreign

as evidence

for

of

their

examine

the

role that

(i.e. Parajes & Miller,

their

are
own

inability

to

self-efficacy

1995; Spence &

2003; Parajes, 2003), and even sports (i.e.

language

in which

self-efficacy

learning.

language

two promising
language

language.

was a good predictor

has remained

Of the few researchers

and second

in first year foreign

English as a foreign

that self-efficacy

(teacher,

levels.

a discipline

(2004) and Hsieh and Kang (2010) have conducted
with 500 undergraduate

figure

anxious and sweaty when asked to complete

to low self-efficacy

(i.e. Linnenbrink

peers become

of completing

Finally,
to

self-efficacy

of successfully

an authoritative

as evidence

areas such as mathematics

et al., 2003).

unstudied

act

experiences

lower

or incapable

that they are capable

becomes

have been many studies

Usher, 2007), writing

relatively

they

if a learner

plays in academic

to develop

capable

usually involve

negative

of an individual's

level of self-efficacy.

because

might

are either

the learner

the task, which translates

There

too

Persuasions

has raised their

For instance,

a learning

has had mostly

the successes or failures
they

etc.) who has convinced

task, which

If a learner

task in the past, then they are more inclined

With vicarious

evidence

theory

the reverse is also true.

classroom,

who
Hsieh

studies - the former

study

courses and the latter

study

In both of these studies,

of academic

achievement

the

- with

Rioux
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students

demonstrating

students

with

lower

intended

to

examine

Language

(ESL) students

classroom,

Yough's (2011) study containing

that as student

higher

levels

of self-efficacy

levels of self-efficacy.
the

correlation
towards

self-efficacy

Correspondingly,

between

the

performing

target

the

in a study

self-efficacy

language

and

ESL and foreign

levels increased

better

throughout

of

overall

language

on exams
that

was initially

English-as-a-Secondachievement

learners

the semester,

than

in the

demonstrated

overall

achievement

in the language course also increased.

Attributions

Generallv
information
More

defined,

in order

specifically,

attribution

is

to draw conclusions

attributions

related

the

process

about

by

which

individuals

the causes of past behaviors

to academic

achievement

are defined

interpret
and events.

as the beliefs

people have regarding

the reasons why they think they were or were not successful

they just completed.

According

attribution

theory,

attributions,

behaviors,

emotional

reactions

model

portends

to Weiner
like

(1979), who is one of the major

self-efficacy,

and expectations

that there are three categorical

causes for the results of an event (Hsieh, 2004).
(1) locus,
whether
completing

(2) stabil'ity

and (3) control.

or not they want to initiate

can

for future
dimensions

influence
success.

students'
Weiner's

from which

These three categorical

From these

causal dimensions,

tasks, and once initiated,

whether

on a task

authorities

on

motivations,
attributional

individuals

can find

dimensions

include

individuals

decide

they want to persist in

the task.

Rioux
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The locus dimension
event as internal
test

pertains

or external.

a person with internal

effort

they

success.

put into

When rationalizing
locus of causality

preparing

foster little expectation

Whether

an individual

time and events is related
example,

the situation.

of time they spent studying,
individual

a high score on a

might attribute

their success to the amount

influencing

their

expectancy

might attribute

for success on a subsequent

dimension

(Weiner,

their success to luck

exam (Weiner,

1986).

be considered

However,

1986).

across

Going back to the test

they would

stable since a person's

if the person attributes
be considered

unstable

of

for future

their success on the test to be a result of their aptitude,

of an event.

dimension

Therefore,

aptitude

their

remains the

their success to the amount
since the amount

an attributional

situation

is considered

actions

or

behaviors!

oftentimes

referred

to

as "personal

is considered

uncontrollable

which

uncontrollable

attributions

the

is concerned

with the ability

an event is either controllable

individual'<

situation

the factors that influenced

of time an

chooses to study may change with each new test.

Lastly, the control
outcome

the cause of an

locus of causality

to the stability

of their success would

same no matter

identifies

believes that the cause of an event is stable or unstable

if a person considers

attribution

the individual

for the exam, thus

While a person with external

and therefore

terms,

to whether

controllable

is why

control"

alternate

name

if it is influenced

attributions.

of

has to shape the

or uncontrollable.

attributions

if it is influenced

a person

that

by the
are

an attributional

or outside
control"

solely

controllable

Conversely,

by others
"external

are

In other

forces!

earning

attributions.

For

RIOUX
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instance,

effort

much time

would

they

uncontrollable

to personal

spend studying.

While

1986).

These

influence

one another.

attributional
Diagram

visual representation

because an individual
and task difficulty

1 is a visual

are all interrelated

representation

can decide

how

are categorized

to be out of the individual's

dimensions

as well as their most common

Diagram 1: A

control

luck, ability

because they are considered

(Weiner,

dimensions

be related

as

will and influence
and

of these

in many

three

ways

attributional

subdivisions.

of the three dimensions of vveiner's attributional

theory.

Internal
'v

f:!p'~.::rl]i
Ci bill

Locus

L ; I=-

~ J

1"0("'--;

anlt'IC;::';

n rj e it n r t )

of Ca usa Iity
External

Attri butiona I
Dimensions

Stability

Control

Eyterndl
Cuntrul/l

In a study with 648 college students
conducted
were

by Cochran

not found

classroom.

et al. (2010),

to be effective

However,

both

academic

predictors
the

enrolled

Hsieh

in introductory

causal attributions,

of high achievement
(2004)

and

Hsieh

foreign

JrltUrltr

olli') bit

language courses

of any type, for success
in the foreign
and

I<ang (2010)

language
studies
Rioux
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demonstrated
control

a correlation

attributions.

correlated

For instance,

positively

those correlations,
achievement

between

with
ability

in that

overall

stable

attributions

and personal

were found

who attributed

their

test scores on the second test than students

ability.

Additionally,

personal

control

the achievement

in a study of attribution
(EFL) learners,

factors

The association
and their self-efficacy

affected

between

the wayan

level is twofold

(luck

(2011)

their

test

had

success to

in Iranian English-asfound

had a significant

(Hsieh, 2004).

control

self-efficacy

their

that

stable

positive

and

effect

on

the grade they received

individual

a positive

attributions,

attributions.

successes or failures

Which is to say that an individual's

attributes

an outcome

they have for a given task (Bandura,

and stable

actions)

attributes

by how they rationalize

by the level of confidence

and teacher's

between

individual

while at the same time, the wayan

personal

and Zabihi

among

of student

on the first

who did not attribute

success or failure

results from the Hsieh's (2004) study showed
effort),

Moreover,
predictors

success to ability

grades

Self-Efficacy and Attributions

level can be influenced

(attribution},

and personal

scores of the EFL learners.

The Relationship between

efficacy

stable

factors.

and language achievement

Pishghadam

for attributing

control

to be the strongest

higher

a-Foreign-Language

and internal,

in the Hsieh (2004) study, it was found that student

internal,

students

achievement

correlation

and a negative

This suggests

1986).

an interdependent

on a test
can also be

For instance,

with internal
correlation

self-

(ability

with

and

external

relationship

and attributions.

Rioux I 10

THESIS DESCRIPTION
In the
language

current

classroom

study,
as well

observe

if high self-efficacy

success

are

sound
specificallv

attributions

of students

the

interrelationship

as student

of

Spanish
who

high

a minor or a major in the foreign
Spanish

compared.

class

1.

2.

grades

complete

their

indicators

of the overall

To this end, the current

to continue

university's

foreign

to minor or major in the foreign
self-efficacy

and/or

for

language
levels

study

and

to achieve

who were simply taking

language

attributions

to

attributions

self-efficacy

language

a foreign

foreign

examined

foreign

language

study sought to answer the following

planning

control

requirements

is to discern if self-efficacy

proficiency

in self-efficacy

a student's

foreign

language and those students

a difference

does

their

the

in the

were

intermediate-level

Additionally,

Is there

How

and attributions

in

The overall goal of such a comparison

are significant
achieve.

to

achievement

stable and personal

classrooms.

planned

between

self-efficacy

as well as internal,

predictors

classrooms,

either

the

were

and attributions

learner

will strive to

research questions:

between

students

who are

language and those who are not?

influence

their

achievement

in the

foreign

language classroom?
3.

How does the way students
foreign

4.

language classroom

Does the way students
language classroom

attribute

their

success or failure

affect their performance

attribute

on future

their success or failure

on major

tests in the

major tests?

on major tests in the foreign

shape their self-efficacy?

R,joux I 11

The intent

of the present

study

was to replicate

(Hsieh & Kang, 2010; Hsieh, 2004; Pishghadam
whether

or

attributions

not

Additionally,
difference

university-aged
those

levels

in self-efficacy

foreign

language

proficiency

and/or

level a student

the

internal,

a university

stable

for high achievement
current

study

levels, attributions

learners

attributions

and

indicators
from

of previous

studies

& Zabihi, 2011; Yough, 2011) by evaluating

self-efficacy

findings

who are simply fulfilling

self-efficacy

of

for success are effective

classroom.
significant

high

the findings

sought

requirement.
factors

personal

to reveal

This, in turn,

language

if there

scores

and majoring

in determining

control

in the foreign

and achievement

who are minoring

are significant

and

is a

between

in Spanish

and

will demonstrate
the foreign

if

language

will achieve in the long run.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Participants
The participants
SP204 courses
semester.
second

at Butler

respectively,

They are considered

large freshman
are placed

University,

study consisted
a private

of 70 students

Midwestern

SP203 and SP204 courses are Spanish language

semester,

University.

of the current

population,

of the second

foreign

language

during

the Fall 2014

classes designed

courses.

for the first and

program

at Butler

These courses generally

have a

who took some Spanish courses in high school

into SP203 and SP204 courses at Butler

the Butler University

in SP203 and

year of the Spanish study

intermediate-level

as many students

university,

enrolled

requ rement

University

and therefore

with these two courses.

begin

Ifilling

For this reason,

Rioux I 12

the SP203 and SP204 courses were the most viable courses to use in the current
they offered

a good mix of students

requirement

as well as students

who were completing

their university's

who were taking the course to obtain

study since

foreign

a minor

language

or major

in

Spanish,

To be included
English

is their

gather

this

answered
toward

native

language

information,

questions

continuing

Appendix

in the study, students

A).

had to be English monolinguals

and the only language

a demographics

regarding

survey

this requirement

was

currently

the Fall 2014 semester,

data were

gathered

were collected

University

students.

information

eliminated

from further

the data from
were

another

incomplete,

data

collected,

group

of 17 students

of students

were

collected

students

about their intentions

from

three

from

eliminated

on two

three

because

separate

sections

in
of

from a total of 90 Butler
students

analysis due to the fact that they were not monolinguals.

Since data were

there were a number

the

in which

To

(a copy of this survey can be found

SP203 and two sections of SP204. Research materials
Of the

that

speak fluently,

administered

as well as information

their study of the Spanish language

During

they

- meaning

was

Similarly,

the data gathered

days during

the semester,

who did not fill out the surveys and questionnaires

on both

days.

Of the 70 students
that

they

University

would

who were

be obtaining

and another

included

a Spanish

13 students

reported

in the current

major

during

their

that they would

study,

one student

academic
be obtaining

career

reported
at Butler

a Spanish minor.
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Hence, 14 students
formed

formed

the group of declared

the group of undeclared

Additionally,

Spanish majors/minors,

while

56 students

Spanish majors/minors.

50% (35 out of 70 students)

of the student

had begun studying

the Spanish language

high school, with the vast majority

students

beginning

to study Spanish in middle

student

participants

with

identified

that

77% (24 out of 31 students)

language

in the ninth

grade.

freshmen

at Butler University.

before

of these students

The remaining

stated that they
of those

44% (31 out of 35 students)

school.

they began taking

participants

Spanish courses
beginning

4 students

their

during
study

began taking

of the

high school,

of the Spanish

Spanish

courses

as

Research Measures
To collect

information

their performance
three

(IRB) when

Therefore,

Consent

research

the front

before

that

to participate

voluntary

nature

levels and the way students

of

any

forms are always required

by the Institutional

kind

with

page of the research

signed voluntarily
they agreed

self-efficacy

attributed

on major exams in their SP203 and SP204 courses, two questionnaires

surveys were utilized.

Board

on student

completing

is being

conducted

packets contained

study.

of the study and also assured participants

study would

remain

completely

can be found

in Appendix

participants.

form

that students

a consent

This consent

confidential

form

form

to show

emphasized

that the data collected

(a copy of the consent

Review

human

any of the research surveys or questionnaires

in the present

and

the

from the

used in this study

8). The same packet of surveys and questionnaires,

complete

with

Rioux I 14

a modified

consent

form

on top,

was provided

received

their grade for the next major written

students

were asked to provide

each major

written

course professors

test.

exam

how

was collected

by McAuley

Illinois

Champaign-Urbana

developed

the grade, written

students
using

attributed

two

their

surveys:

performance

The Casual

and

the

Language

(2008).

used to measure attributional

research instruments

the Appendix
Moreover,
attributed

studies

(Cochran

Pishghadam

section

version

et al.. 2010;

& Zabihi, 2011).

of the current

as another

method

on

by the

information,

Scale

SP203 or
"

(CDS II)

the University

Attribution

Scale

of

(LAAS)

study.

Both surveys are

and have been used in

Hsieh & Kang, 2010;

Hsieh &

Copies of these two surveys can be viewed

more

offered

"Why do you think you received

scale survey to collect

Lab from

patterns

Hsieh, 2004;

study - Appendix

to collect

This questionnaire

on a major

in the current

C (CDS II) and Appendix

general

their success or failure on the exam, an "Initial

E) was distributed.
question:

received

Both of these surveys were used in Hsieh's (2004)

standard

(2008);

they

packets,

later verified

Dimension

Achievement

in a modified

Schallert

that they

exam grades were

et al. (1992) for the Exercise Psychology

by Hsieh & Schallert

previous

after

In each of the data collection

study and they were included

many

immediately

as a percentage,

These student-reported

developed
at

exam.

participants

to ensure their accuracy.

Data regarding
SP204

to

information

0 (LAAS).

on how

participants

Reaction Questionnaire"

(Appendix

qualitative

data as students

the grade that you did

pa rtici pa nt responses

in

on

answered

the

By having a non-Likert

questionnaire

were able to

Rioux!
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be crosschecked

with the numerical

responses

on the surveys to verify

the accuracy

of the

results.

Information
rated

on a scale ranging

certain")
point

on participant

their

confidence

increments)

from

7 possible

on their next written

to be a good

exam.

including

measure

was gathered

0 to 100 (0 being

of earning

been used in many studies,
found

self-efficacy

"very

using a survey in which students
uncertain"

passing scores (from

This procedure

the one conducted

of self-efficacy.

by Hsieh's

I obtained

results

question

from

the self-efficacy

regarding

In order

to ensu re that

achievement

in

ways.

their

students

the information

was accurately

First,

Questionnaire."

students

represented,

self-reported

Second, the participating
received

SP204 professors

participants

their grade on the exam in the "Initial

language

two

survey,

also supplied

the current

study.

professors

directly,

the overall

reliability

By obtaining
the accuracy

this survey

asked to answer

to assess that

participant

from

a qualitative

grades

Additionally,

the participants'

exam grades were collected
on

the

Ifl n itia I

provided

the participating

the final course grade for the students
students'

it was

D). Once again, to verjfy

SP203 and SP204 professors

on the two major exams.

where

has

Reaction Questionnaire."

necessary

thei r

self-efficacy

(2004L

and modified

were

livery

70% to 100% at five

of measuring

Hsieh's (2004) study (a copy of this survey can be found in Appendix
the

and 100 being

Reaction

the grades
SP203 and

who participated

in

exam and course grades from the SP203 and SP204

of the exam scores was able to be verified,

of the data used from the student

participants.

thus improving

It should be noted that

Rioux
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due to one of the professor's
the 70 students

transfer

was not acquired

to a different

directly

university,

from the professor

the SP203 and SP204 course coordinator

the grade verification

for 31 of

and had to be obtained

through

instead.

Research Procedures

In the current
data were collected

study, for each participating
on two separate

the Fall 2014 semester.
two

questionnaires

were a part of a data collection
received

their

of the SP203 and SP204 courses,

days during the months

Data were collected

mentioned

section

of November

and December

on both days using the three surveys and the

in the previous

section.

These surveys

and questionnaires

packet that was handed out to participants

grade for one of the major

of

written

exams in their

directly

after they

SP203 or SP204 course.

Fort una tel y for t his stu dy, part icipan t s did not nee d tot ake the exact sam e t est i nor de r for
the self-efficacy

and attribution

results

were distributed

to the students

directly

their

Thus, student

professors.

questionnaires

In the
minutes

without

three

to complete

form for the current
only two students

to be accurate

by the researcher

participants

being influenced

packets.

study was verbally

Research

and had no direct

were able to freely

respond

packets

contact

with

to the surveys and

by their professors.

SP203 and the two
the research

and significant

SP204 classes, students
Before

explained

decided to not participate

took

approximately

packets were handed

to the students.

Amongst

out

15

the consent

the five classes,

in the study.
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After the first data collection
to three
the

weeks later depending

students

received

their

day, data were collected

on the exam schedule

scores

for

the

materials

used on the second data collection

the

data

first

modification

collection

day

being a shortened

Later in the semester,
attached

to their

(two

next,

once again approximately

two

of the SP203 or SP204 section,

when

consecutive

major

written

exam.

The

day were the exact same as the materials

questionnaires

and

three

surveys),

with

the

on
only

consent form.

the research

corresponding

packets from the first data collection

packet from

the second data collection

day.

day were

An identifier

was then assigned to each packet and after the grades were obtained

for every participant,

the

to maintain

participants'

anonymity

names

and to ensure

converted

from

the confidentiality

all research
of student

the information

materials

responses.

collected

student

Once all data were

was used to run a number

of

tests using iMb SPSS.

All statistical
is capable

quantitative

t-tests

being statistically

analyses were carried

of performing

data

comprehensible
samples

removed

into an Excel document,

statistical

that

were

that

were

patterns

types

collected

of statistic

during

and correlations.

and correlations
significant

many

out using iMb SPSS, a predictive

the

tests.

current

The current

at the

study

study

(all tests used a significance

Using

utilized

value of

p < .05 level and highly statistically

.01) in order to answer to the proposed

analytic
this

was

software

program,
converted

both

the
into

independent-

p < .05, with results
significant

at the

p <

four research questions.
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RESULTS

The first research question asked if there was a difference in the self-efficacy
levels and/or the attributional habits amongst students who plan to minor or
major in Spanish and those who do not.
Self-Efficacy
Self-efficacy
confidence

levels were

measured

level as a percentage

for receiving

80%, 75% and 70%) on their next exam.
(those

who

compared
indicated

have

declared

Spanish

for each possible
that they believed

using a survey

score.

To analyze this information,

as a minor/major
It is important

reported

their

95%) 90%, 85%,

means for both groups

and those

to note that

who

have

only those

not)

were

students

who

it was possible for them to get a given score on the next exam

included

in the comparison

"no"

on the survey for any given score was not included
of students

students

seven possible scores (100%;

were

number

in which

of these means.

who responded

affirmatively

In other

words,

any student

that circled

in the means comparison.

to being able to obtain

The

a given score for

each group and who were thus part of the means comparison

and the independent-samples

Hests

as this number

can be found

in Table 1, in the sample size (N) section,

is different

for

each possible score (70% to 100%).

Comparing
the 14 students
obtain
declared

the sample sizes of each group for each score reveals that,
who have declared

a Spanish major/minor

are more certain

very high scores (100% and 95%) on the next exam than
a Spanish major/minor

For instance,

students

on average,
that they can

who

only 36% (20 out of 56 students)

have not

of students
Rioux I 19

who are undeclared
them

to receive

students)
obtain

major

suggests

that

that they believed

score (100%) on the next major
responded

score on the next major exam.

Additionally,

responded

In contrast,

sample

indicated

Spanish majors/minors

majors/minors

exam.

complete

a perfect

of the declared

a perfect

Spanish

Spanish majors/rninors

that

the group

size of 55 students

in general,

students

it was in their

of undeclared
until

are declared

for

exam, while

64% (9 out of 14

affirmatively

to being able to

all 14 students
to obtain

Spanish majors/minors

the possible

who

ability

it was possible

score is much
Spanish

with declared

a 90% on the next
did not reach a
lower

(75%).

majors/minors

are

This
more

assured and decisive in their ability to attain very high scores on major exams in Spanish.

Table 1: Independent-Samples
t- Test results for the confidence level to get certain scores on
the next exam' Comparison between students who declared a major/minor in Spanish or not
I
I M
SO
Group and N
df
t
Variable
Confidencelevei

to get a

100%
Confidence

Sp. declared

Sp. undeclared
level to get a 95%

Sp. declared

Confidence

level to get a 90%

level to get a 85%

(N = 13)

Sp. declared

Confidence

Confidence

level to get a 80%

level to get a 75%

level to get a 70%

< .05, two-tailed,

=

37)

73.67

29.279

60.25

24.734

79.46

29.531

72.59

22.434

91.21

11.956

Sp. undeclared

(N = 50)

74.98

27.893

Sp. declared

=

14)

96.07

7.385

(N = 52)

83.42

19.889

99.50

1.871

(N

Sp. declared

(N =14)

Sp. undeclared

(N = 54)

89.98

16.550

Sp. declared

=

14)

99.86

.535

Sp. undeclared

(N

=

94.89

11.992

Sp. declared

=

14)

100

11 671

(N = 55)

96.71

.000

(N

(N

Sp. undeclared

*p

(N

(N = 14)

Sp. undeclared
Confidence

9)

(N = 20)

Sp. undeclared
Confidence

=

(N

55)

27

-1.278

P
.212

48

-.873

.387

62

-16.234

.039*

64

-12.648

.023*

66

-9.519

.036*

67

-4.966

.128

67

-3.291

.298

equal variances assumed.
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Chart 1: Means comparison for the confidence level (represented as a percentage)
get a certain score on the next exam for students who have declared Spanish as a
major/minor and those who have not.

to

100

9i
80
70
60
50
40
30
20

10

o
Confidence

level

Confidence

level

Confidence

Spanish

The means comparison
who responded

positively

students

who have not declared

next

exam

Ie el Confidence

level

Declared

.Spanish

a certain

a Spanish major/minor

in their ability to obtain

in their

a declared

that the self-efficacy

levels of students

are generally

higher

without

students

a declared

with

ability to achieve

Spanish

demonstrates

than

level

score on the next major exam,

are by and large more confident

a Spanish major/minor

without

Confidence

in Chart 1. The data show that of the students

were over 10% more confident
students

level

Undeclared

for the scores of 100%, 90%, 85% and 80%, students

than

Confidence

to get a 85%

to being able to obtain

who have declared

majors/minors

Confidence

is represented

students

Specifically,

level

to get a 90%

to get a 100%

major/minor

with

a declared

than

that score.

declared

Spanish

each score on the

(see Table

1).

This

Spanish major/minor

Spanish major/minor.

However,
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means comparison
number

of

is not sufficient

independent-samples

aforementioned

According

declared

t-tests

trends were statistically

these t-tests are also included

self-efficacy

Spanish

of students

with

majors/minors

declared

t-value
and

significance)

(an index

undeclared

were

significant

For the confidence

majors/minors)

was -16.234

levels, between

any

of

the

The results of

when

significant

students

between

and those
the

the

without

anticipated

between
and the

the

means

p value

means that if the study is repeated

was -12.648

By way of explanation,

that there was a statistically

if

exam

level to get a 90% on the next major

difference

roughly 96 times.

exam, the t-value

majors/minors

For the confidence

of Spanish

(a measure

of

100 times, the

level to get an 85% on

and the p value was .023.

level to get an 80% on the next major exam, the t-value

value was .036.

efficacy

ascertain

results, the comparison

Spanish

statistically

of the statistical

same results would be obtained

confidence

to

For this reason, a

at the .05 or the .01 levels.

t-tests

declared

was .039) which essentially

the next major

conducted

significant

to the independent-samples

levels

the

were

of these data.

in Table 1.

scores were 90%, 85%) and 80%.
exam,

to verify the relevance

Finally, for the

was -9.519

and the p

having p values that were less than .05 corroborated
difference

in the mean scores, also known as the self-

who were declared

majors/minors

and those

who were

not.

There are two possible reasons why the means comparisons
did not also produce

statistically

significant

results.

for the other score levels

One possible explanation

is that for the

RIOUX
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confidence
results

levels for obtaining

that

notable.

were

a 100% or 95%, the sample sizes were too small to produce

statistically

significant

even though

For instance, while the average confidence

was 13.42 percentage
majors/minors,

participants.

Additionally,

which

large enough difference

between

value

scores

achieve

significant

decreases,

until both groups are extremely
a lower test scores.

the

to expect that most college students

successfully

completed

was

number

of

t

a 75% or 70% on the

results is the fact that there was not a
As Table 1 indicates,

confidence

level

(over 90% confident)

the difference

reasonable

an

Spanish

of participants

for

intermediate

are confident
proficiency

groups
ability

to

levels to get a

in the mean scores was only 4.97

poi nts respectively.

Spanish

as the

both

of their

Thus, while the sample sizes for the confidence

poi nts and 3.29 percentage

at

level of undeclared

levels for getting

average

confident

percentage

scores

Spanish majors/minors

less than half of the total

the means for the two groups.

75% or 70% include roughly ail participants,

(C-Ievel)

was

were not part of the independent-samples

for why the confidence

next major exam did not yield statistically

increases

means

exam score.

A possible explanation

test

represents

20 of the participants

test at the 95% anticipated

in their

level to get a 100%, the total number

and 9 declared),

of possible

level of declared

points higher than the average confidence

at the confidence

29 (20 undeclared

the difference

This trend

is very logica I as it is

that they can obtain
level,

especially

average

if they

have

previous Spanish courses in college, or even in high school.
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Attributions

Two surveys were used to collect
attributed

their performance

information

about

Scale II (CDS II).

to

statements

students

external/outside,

had

contributed
received

to

personal

each participant.

react

control

to

and stability

how each student

student

was either

developed

- all questions

by Hsieh & Schallert

internal/sel(

attributional

separately,

levels for

but both surveys

rationalized

the

reason

satisfied"

or that they "stronglv

meant

to gauge the degree

to which

students

major

exam.

The remaining

attributed

their performance

measured

the degree

their

personal

own

students

the results

which

abilities,

attributed

the level of difficulty

could

six questions

students

were

while

attributed

questions

the outcome

for the three
from

questions

3 to

four,

designed

agree."
with

six denoting

they

their

performance

how

18, as a measure

of each

students

to themselves

For the purpose

in each attributional

was

two, three and five

six and seven measured

the teacher.

that the

grade on the first

to determine

To this end, questions
their

of seven

The first question

of the first major exam to external

of the exam; luck and/or

range

were satisfied

on the major exam.

to which

in 2008 and consists

had scales from one to six, with

"strongly

score,

the

Likert scales

the grade they did on the first major exam.

Likert scale questions

combined

calculate

each survey were studied

to understanding

LAAS was originally

which

to

students

Attribution

Both surveys included

meant

(locus of causality)

The results from

immensely

in which

on the first major exam: The Language Achievement

Scale (LAAS) and the Casual Dimension
which

the manner

and

the degree
factors,

to

such as

of the analysis, I

category
student's

to obtain

one

self/internal
R.ioux I 24

attributional

level and one score, which

outside/external
seven were

attributional

reversed,

level.

again could range from

Also for this su rvey, results for questions

so that the statement

The values from the reversed statements

represented

values to create

attribution

(with scores ranging from 6 to 36 this time).

scale

statements

participants

were

most accurately
dealt

with

on each

instructed

described

internal

control.

side

by McAuley

them in relation
attributions,

control

result

Statements

statement
the

three,

closest to the number

student's

represented
the student's

performance
personal

factors,

that

with

opposing

best represented

the statement
closest

self/internal
level of self-

nine suggested
and eleven

exam.

with the statement

from each group were combined

to the number

Finally,

own abilities.

to generate

nine

meaning

grade was the

of the factors

closest to the number
and their

factors,

to stability,

statements

that

one representing

that the student's

the permanency

The

one, six and nine

external

all related

of 12 Likert

the opinion

to the number

represented

levels.

statements.

closest

seven

major

of each student's

with

nine describing

on the

with the original

Statements

grade was the result of themselves

three statements

scale

five, eight and twelve

closest to the number

attributional

to each statement.

and the statement

Statements

fou r, six and

et al. in 1992 and is comprised

of a 9 point

that the statement
of others.

measure

to circle the number

locus of causality

representing
external

-

one all-encompassing

developed

self/internal

were then combined

statement

CDS II was initially

3 to 18, for each student's

two,

with

the

influencing

four

and ten

nine implying

that

The scores of all

a single score for each group

which could range from 3 to 27.
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Table 2: Independent-Samples
t- Test results for how students attributed their first exam
grade: Comparison between students who declared a major/minor in Spanish or not (N=70)
SO
M
df
t
Group and N
Variable
3.293
13.07
-2.442
68
Sp. declared (N = 14)
Attributions
to self from
survey #2 (possible scores

Sp. undeclared

(N = 56)

10.93

2.847

7.71

2.998

8.43

2.396

26.43

3.031

23.54

3.314

20.29

3.730

16.96

4.760

9.43

4.398

12.21

5.436

21.21

4.282

15.45

5.366

25.14

2.214

21.11

4.916

P
.017*

from 3-18)
Attributions

Sp. declared

to outside

factors from survey #2
(possible

(N = 14)

Sp. undeclared

(N = 56)

68

.948

.347

68

-2.988

.004**

68

-2.427

.018*

68

1.775

.080

68

-3.729

.000**

68

-2.984

.004**

scores from 3-18)

Combined

attributions

from

survey #2 (possible scores

Sp. declared

(N = 14)

Sp. undeclared

(N = 56)

from 6-36)
Attri butions
causality

Sp. declared

to locus of

factors from survey

(N = 14)

Sp. undeclared

(N = 56)

#3 (possible scores 3-27)
Attributions
factors

Sp. declared

to external

from survey #3

(possible

(N =14)

Sp. undeclared

(N = 56)

scores 3-27)

Attributions

Sp. declared

to stability

factors from survey #3
(possible

(N = 14)

Sp. undeclared

(N = 56)

scores 3-27)

Attributions

Sp. declared

to internal

(N = 14)

factors

from survey #3
Sp. undeclared (N
(possible scores 3-27)
* p < .05, two-tailed, equal variances assumed.

**

p < .01, two-tailed,

=

56)

equal variances assumed.

To analyze the results from the two attributions
a significant
Spanish

difference

major/minor

in attributional

students

marked

attributions
notably

from

greater

between

students

with

14 students

as undeclared

whether

who have declared

and those who have not, independent-samples

The resu Its of those tests are portrayed
was 70 students,

level existed

surveys in order to ascertain

t-tests

were

a

utilized

in Ta ble 2. The tota I sa m pie size for all of these tests
identified

as declared

Spanish majors/minors.

Spanish

majors/minors

For the internal/self

survey #2 (LAAS) the means (M) for Spanish declared
than the means for the undeclared

and 56

and combined

majors/minors

Spanish majors/minors.

Similarly,

was
the

means for the locus of causality, stability
were significantly
for students
external

higher for the students

who had not declared

attributions

other

attributional

students

with

external

categories,

undeclared
declared

attributions

surveys,

significant
would

Spanish

were

categories,

either

99% of the time.

the Spanish declared

Furthermore,

it was
of the

were

higher

slightly

However,

significant

(p

the means

in the means for
results.

of the external

< .05) or very

a hundred

categories

It is interesting

difference

even though

in

statistically

times, the same trends

factors from survey #2; the

2.14 points higher on the same scale, reSUlting in a
Additionally;

the combined

factors were reversed,

was 26.43 out of a maximum

attributional

produced

of 36, while

score for

a mean for the

the mean for the

group was lower at only 23.54, causing a t-value of -2.988 and a p value

of .044.

of

group was 10.93 on a scale of 3 to 18; while the mean for

survey #2; where the scores for the external
that

significant

the

the means for

than

this difference

For instance, for the internal

group was a whole

group

unlike with

in both surveys,

with the exception

statistically

of -2.442 and a p value of .017.

Spanish undeclared

than

for both

attributions

(p < .01), meaning that if the study is repeated

declared

Interestingly,

categories.

majors/minors

Spanish majors/minors.

mean for the Spanish undeclared

Spanish

Spanish majors/minors

was not large enough to merit statistically

results

be obtained

t-value

attributional

for the external

For all of the attributional
both

with declared

from survey #3 (CDS 1/)

in survey #2 and survey #3, the means for both groups were low/much

than the means for the other

with

attributions

a Spanish major/minor.

lower

students

and self/internal

to note that for the combined
the external

attributions

factor

there

were not originally

was still a significant
statistically

significant.
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This means that

the internal

factors

are more

heavily weighted

than

the external

factors

when combined.

On survey
example,
factors

#3, the

the difference

differences

in the

in the mean values between

was 3.33 points, while the difference

the internal

factors

means

were

more

in the mean values between

factors was a remarkable

5.76 points.

These differences

of -2.427 and a p value of .018 for the locus of causality category,

factors

and the internal

categories

had t-values

with p values of .000 and .004, respectively.
the two groups for the internal
the self/internal
that

students

internal

attributional

proved

levels of students

have not declared
majors/minors

I factors

Spanish

and stabile attributiona!

that

there

their

results

between

the results found

in

the claim

successes to more

is a difference

a Spanish major/minor

Specifically,
personal/self;

levels than students

significant

respectively,

Spanish majors/minors.

who have declared

higher

attribute

a

whilst the stability

and -2.984,

and confirm

the two

generated

This, in turn; substantiates

majors/minors

conclusively

a Spanish major/minor.

have significantly

These statistically

from survey #2.

like ability, than undeclared

information

of -3.729

factors in survey #3 replicate

who are declared

factors,

This

attributiona

For

the two groups for

in the mean values between

t-value

factors

substantial.

the two groups for the locus of causality

was 4.03 points and the variance

groups for the stability

much

students

between

the

and students

who

who are declared

internally-oriented

Spanish

locus of causality

who are not declared Spanish majors/minors.
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The second research question inquired about the extent to which a student's
self-efficacy might influence their achievement in the foreign language

classroom.
To answer this research
of the correlation
the

matrix are located

self-efficacy

received

levels for obtaining

a correlation

was utilized.

in Table 3. A Pearson bivariate
a certain

grade

on the

for the next exam as well as in the class overall

t-tests

independent-samples
correlations,

the confidence

who responded
was assigned
respond

question,

negatively

used

answer

the

level for every student

first

correlation

next

exam

was run.
research

participant

test between

and the

Distinctly
question,

was utilized.

results

grades

from
for

the

these

Thus, anyone

to being able to achieve a certain score on the next major exam,

a 0% confidence

completely

to

The most salient

level.

to this section

sample size for the correlation

It is important
of the research

to note that one participant

failed to

packet

why the

which

is the reason

is only 69 students.

Table 3: Correlation matrix of self-efficacy

levels for obtaining a certain grade on the next
exam and the grades received for the next exam and in the class overall (N 69).
z:

Confidence

Confidence

Confidence

level to get

level to get

level to get

on the

Confidence

Confidence

Confidence

level to get

level to get

level to get

level to get

a 90%

a 85%

a

a 75%

a 70%

.350**

.419**

.550**

.588**

.545**

.521 **

.425**

.203

.372**

.477**

.475**

.500**

.448**

.325**

a
Grade

Confidence

100%

a

95%

80%

next major
exam
Final grade

in

course

**

Correlation

is significant

All of the correlations!

at the p < .01level

(2-tailed).

except for the one between

and the final grade in the course, were highly significant
means that if the study is repeated

a hundred

the confidence
at the p < .01

level to get a 100%
. This essentially

times! even with data from different

groups of
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participants,
However

I

the researcher
while

correlation
between

the

results

coefficients
a dependent

would

find the same results

from

(the

the

measure

variable

correlations
of

the

in 99 of those

are very

linear

and an independent

statistically

relationship,

variable

repeated

studies.

significant,

a.k.a.

the

the

correlation

that is represented

by a lower-

cased fir") were not very strong.

The correlation
perfect

correlation

values denote

while

whilst

that there

that is positive

negative

is high, the other

when the correlation

can range from

a 0 signifies

a relationship

and vice versa),
variable

coefficients

and the measures

seem to be the strongest
for the confidence
between

Correlations

is negative

is also high,
(when

are only considered

none of the correlations

of achievement

are particularly

between

strong.

one

strong

the levels of

Still, the correlations

for both the exam on the next grade and the final grade in the class

levels to get a grade

between

75% and 90%.

the next major exam grade and the level of confidence

of such a correlation

are not located

that

coefficient

at r

=

.588.

- while there is a definitive

Indeed,

the correlation

to get an 85%, represented

Chart 3 demonstrates

trend line, many

a

positive

is greater than .70 or less than -.70.

in Chart 2, has the highest correlation
strengths

Furthermore,

is high, the other

a relationship

is low, and vice versa).

coefficient

a 1 or a -1 representing

is no correlation.

(when one variable

values express

As the r values in Table 3 display,
confidence

-1 to 1, with

the mild

the plot points

near enough to the trend line to make it a strong correlation.
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Chart 2: Correlation between

the level of confidence to get an 85% and the next major exam
score (N = 69).
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However,
there

it is noteworthy

is a relationsh ip between

foreign

language

classroom

that all of the correlations
the different

- meaning

self-efficacy

that

when

grades were also high and when the self-efficacy
Interestingly,

on the next major

and the

achievement

coefficients

overall

levels were

that
in the

high, the

between

the self-efficacy

were between

evidenced

levels and

the self-efficacy

by the fact that

the

levels

correlation

were almost always a full point higher for the grade on the next major exam row

than the final grade in the course row.
and

course,

signifying

levels were low, the grades were also low.

exam than there

in the

positive,

levels and the ach ievement

the self-efficacy

there seemed to be more of a connection

the achievement

were

statistically

significant

as was

In conclusion,
expected;

the

while ail the correlations

were positive

correlations

as strong

were

not

as
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anticipated,
correlation

in that

none

coefficient

of the

r values

value to be considered

were

close to being

near

rrun.rnurn

.70, the

a strong correlation.

The third research question investigated how the way students attribute their
success or failure on major tests in the foreign language classroom affects their
performance on future major tests.
The attribution
packets.

Data from

levels were
survey

attributions,

(2) outside

the

attributional

outside

causality
were

attributions,

collected

attribution

obtained

#2 were

attributions,

in survey

#3.

gathered

surveys

were

reversed.

attributions,
A Pearson

#2 and #3 from

and classified

and (3) combined

statements
eternal

from

into

three

attributions,
Similarly,

stability

attributions,

bivariate

correlation

the

research

groups:

(1) self-

for which the scores for
data

related

and personal
test

between

to locus

of

attributions
these

seven

scores and the grades for both the next major exam and the course overall were

conducted.

As Table 4 shows, the correlations
the

academic

significant
correlations
statistically
significant
survey

achievement

and, in general,
(all from
significant

the

in the
revealed

at the p < .05 level.

#2 was found

foreign
lower

attributional

at the

between

language
correlations

categories

p < .01 level,

while

Only one correlation

to be statistically

the categories

significant

of attributional

classroom

were

For instance,

gauged
another

in survey
three

not
there

were

to the

as statistically
were just four

#3) that
only

with the self-attributional
in relation

factors and

next

were

very

statistically

category

from

major

exam.
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Additionally,

none

correlations

of the correlations

were even weaker

and the academic

achievement

had r values greater

than the correlations
in the foreign

found

language

than

.40, meaning

between

classroom

that

the self-efficacy

reported

these
levels

in the previous

section.

Table 4: Correlation matrix of attribution scores (by survey and group) and academic
achievement on the next exam as well as in the closs overall (N = 70).

Grade

on

Survey

#2

Survey #2

Survey #2

Self

Outside

Combined

Attri butions

Attributions

A tt rib uti

I

0

ns

Survey #3 Locus

Survey

of Causality

Externa I

Sta bil ity

Personal

Attributions

Attributions

Attributions

Attributions

.360**

.340**

.272*

.249*

.249*

.093

.162

.372**

-.050

.215

.102

.127

.335**

-.016

#3

I

Survey

#3

Survey

the next
major

exam

Final grade

I

in course

* Correlation
** Correlation

the correlation

reveal some interesting

strength.

factors
Moreover,

were

never relevant

the correlations

like

attributions

were

statistically

significant

coefficients

less than .20).

the self/internal

tests did not generate

trends that are worth

attributions,

significant

at the p < .01 level (2-tailed).

is significant

Although

attributional

at the p < .05 level (2-tailed).

is significant

in the

reversed

to

discussing.

in terms

that contained

combined

attributions

make

them

factors;

the higher

For instance,

of statistical
information
section

represent

nor were they representative
Conversely,

results that were expected,

for

the correlation

the external/outside

significance

and correlation

that was related to outside
survey

#2

self-attributions,

of strong correlations

the more the attributional
coefficient

they did

outside

were

neither

(with

category
and the

where

correlation

was related

more

to

statistically

the correlation.
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#3

It also bears mentioning
external

attributions

correlations

from

that while the correlations

survey

for the similar outside

the foreign

language classroom

the correlation
statisticallv

#3 produced
attributions

the

did not generate

Additionally,

levels and academic

achievement

the outside/external

attributions,

the expected
coefficients

the correlations

One possible
section

between

explanation

in the foreign

language

the correlations

between

of foreign

language

efficacy

factors

for this phenomenon,

which

homework

levels and attributional

In sum, the correlation
the anticipated
the

and desired

outside/external

correlations,
statistically

aIbeit
significant.

and language

and

correlations,

the

(r

=

completion,

achievement

correlation.

between

classroom,

Instead ,

the self-efficacy

with the exception

the attributional

factors

and more strongly

was also observed
correlations,

of

and the

correlated

in the course.
in the previous

is that the final grade

by test grades, but by other

projects

in

.10 or lower) that were not

and the final grade

achievement

courses are not solely determined

like class participation,

negative

significant

the attributional

with the self-efficacy

and

negative

just like with the correlations

next major exam score were both more statistically
than

expected

achievement

from survey #2 and academic

tests showed very low correlation

significant.

for academic

and presentations,

factors

for which

self-

habits have less influence.

tests carried
results.

combined

wea k correlations,

out using the iMb SPSS software

However/

for all of the attributional

attributional
that

factors,

were

This suggests that there

either

the

test

did not output

factors,

excluding

did generate

positive

statistica lIy sign ifica nt

is a relationship

between

or

attributing

very
one's
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successful

performance

on a major exam to internal

and stable forces and higher academic

performance.

The fourth and final research question investigated whether or not the way
students attributed their success or failure on major tests in the foreign
language classroom shaped their self-efficacy levels.
To discover
attributional
again.
which,

whether

practices

a relationship

of students,

As Table 5 indicates,

was significant

statistically

significant,

a Pearson

bivariate

the correlations

31% (15 out of 49) revealed

correlation

exists between

matrix

correlation

yielded

that the correlation

was significant

more than half of the results from the correlation

significant.

However,

significance

with

coefficients.
significant,

the

correlations

As for the correlation
none reached

before,

tests,

although

it is equally

coefficients

the recommended

significant,

levels and the

was utilized

once

relationships,

of

meaning that the

33% (16 out of 49) that were very

other words,

as mentioned

test

49 relevant

results that were statistically

at the p < .05 level, and another

signifying

the self-efficacy

at the p < .01 level.

In

test proved to be statistically

it is important
important

to have statistical

to have high correlation

of the correlations

.70 or -.70 levels that

that

were

represent

statistically
correlations

that are highly relevant.
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Table 5: Correlation matrix of self-efficacy

exam and attribution

levels for obtaining a certain grade on the next
levels by category (N = 69)

Confidence

Confidence

Confidence

Confidence

Confidence

Confidence

Confidence

level to get

level to get

level to get

level to get

level to get

level to get

level to get

a 95%

a 90%

a 85%

a 80%

a 75%

a 100%
.288*

.365**

.279*

.171

.062

.119

.144

-.114

-.094

-.078

-.087

-.251 *

-.205

.193

.365**

.408**

.315**

.225

.247*

.262*

.274*

.308*

.410**

.381**

.252*

.261 *

.274*

.285*

-.274 *

-.330**

-.241 *

-.187

-.172

-.331 **

-.349**

.246*

.234

.244*

.146

.172

.151

.155

.455**

.571 **

.472**

.394**

.380* *

.389**

.381 **

Survey #2

a 70%

Self
Attributions
Survey #2
Outside
Attri butions
Survey #2
Combined
Attributions
Survey #3
Locus of
Causality
Attributions
Survey #3
External
Attributions
Survey #3
Stabil.ity
Attri butions
Survey #3
Persona I
Attributions

* Correlation
** Correlation

with

between

statistically

significant

coefficients

(lowest

various

confidence

relationships
personal

at the p < .01 level (2-tailed).

is significant

Consistent
correlations

at the p < .05 level (2-tailed).

is significant

that

attributions

the

correlations

the self-efficacy

from

=

two

.380; highest r value

only slightly

sections.

=

.571).

less statistically

Moreover,

research

attributions

questions,

the

were both very

levels while also having the highest correlation

levels and the locus of causality
were

previous

levels and the personal

at all of the confidence
r value

the

the

Similarly,

attribution

levels also yielded

significant

correlation

the correlations

than

coefficients

the

results

for

the

for the
positive
for the
locus

of
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causality

sections

correlations

nevertheless.

an individual's
higher

were weaker than the personal

relationship

levels.

between

efficacy

levels.

positive

correlations

percentage
the

0f

his

0

when

belief

that

are further

the confidence

Certainty

(personal

10 c Us 0 f

supported

levels than certainty

are

more

closely

behaviors,

and
is a
and

ca usa Ii ty) and h ig her self -

with

there

in one's ability

with

more

percentage

grades (90% to

to obtain

levels to achieve

associated

were

a higher

higher percentage

Hence, high self-efficacy

classroom

attributions)

actions,

by the fact that

level was associated

exists between

also imply that there

his or her own

in one's ability to obtain

higher self-efficacy

language

to themselves

r her successe s (int ern aI

grades (70% to 80%).

foreign

successes

but were still positive

relationship

Likewise, the results of the correlation

These patterns

grade (90% to 100%).
100%) symbolizes

of their

an individual's

a b iii tie s are the cau se

section,

These results suggest that a positive

accreditation

confidence

attributions

average

high grades in

positive

internal

attributions.

Conversely,
from

survey

between

results

for the majority

#3 and the self-efficacy

external

attributional

were statistically

coefficients

ranging from -.241 to -.349.

their

external

attributional

levels revealed

levels and self-efficacy.

correlations

h

of the correlations

significant,

that

of the external

there
Five out

is a negative
of the

but none were highly correlated,
This purports

attributions
correlation

seven
with

of these

correlation

that when one's self-efficacy

level is

levels are lower, and vice versa.
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In conclusion,
between

the manner

in the foreign
data

seem

successes

the analysis of the data collected
in which an individual

language classroom
to

indicate

that

to themselves

Additionally,

there

is a positive
internal

attributional

a relationship

his or her performance

and his or her overall self-efficacy

and other

lower external

attributes

suggests that

relationship

factors

levels.

between

and higher

overall

exists

on major tests
Specifically,

the

attributing

one's

self-efficacy

levels.

levels appear to be related to elevated

self-efficacy

levels.

DISCUSSION

In this section,
other

major

Additionally,
currently

studies

in the

as foreign

areas

language

on the rise in the United

are also explored
current

the important

in this section.

study is no different

accounted

findings

of the current

of self-efficacy

study,

and attribution

specifically

the study

States, implications
Lastly, every

study and their
theory

Thus, the main limitations

study

language,

of foreign

is

languages

has its limitations

of the current

to

are discussed.

of the Spanish

for the teaching

research

relationship

and the

study are noted and

for in this section.

Important Findings

One feature
efficacy

and/or

of the current

attribution

theory

study

that

separates

in the foreign

language

it from

other

classroom

studies

about

is the separation

of
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r

participants

into

Other

researchers

foreign

languages

expressed
collected

groups

of declared

(Hsieh, 2004;
included

understanding
any declared

and

although

and

undeclared

have formed

all aforementioned

majors/minors,

groups

of the participants,

none have performed

of the foreign

minors

Hsieh & Kang, 2010)

However,

from college students,

Since

majors/minors

in the study, the gender

grade satisfaction.

not a major/minor

based on the

or the participant's

researchers

used data

an analysis based on who was or was

language studied.

majors

of

Spanish

are

required

of the Spanish language and its associated

to

attain

cultures,

a high

level

of

it is safe to assume that

Spanish minors or majors will persist in their study of Spanish until high levels of

proficiency

are achieved,

college-level

students

enough

to actually

valuable

information

realize

the

high

in the United

become

in the introduction

States remain

bilingual

regarding

proficiency

Furthermore

As mentioned

(Oirstine,

the self-efficacy

in the foreign

due to the evidence

section of the present study, few

in the foreign

2006).

Therefore,

and attributional

language

versus

and conclusions

language

the current

who

studies

will

long

study offers

trends of students

students

of other

classroom

who will

probably

(Hsieh, 2004;

not

Hsieh &

)

Kang, 2010; Hsieh and Schallert,
interrelationship

between

high self-efficacy,

attributions

and academic

the current

study carry valuable

attributions

characteristics

more students

2008) as well as the present
personal,

success in the foreign
implications

stable and internal

language

for determining

need to be developed

study, there appears to be an

in foreign

classroom.

locus of causality

Thus, the data from

what sort of self-efficacy
language

classrooms

and

to propel

to become bilingual.
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Self-Efficacy

In terms
Spanish

of self-efficacy

majors/minors

higher

grades

students

(95%

group
and

with a declared

students

without

between

Spanish

report

100%)

significant,

majors/minors

not only did a larger

that

than

they

the

Spanish

were

percentage

confident

undeclared

Spanish major/minor

a declared

the confidence

statistically

levels,

that

Spanish

they

always had higher self-efficacy

major/minor.

strong

is notably

evidence

higher

could

majors/minors

More

importantly,

levels to get an 80%, 85% and 90% between
providing

of the

than

that
the

obtain

the

group,

but

levels than the
the

difference

the two groups

the self-efficacy

self-efficacy

declared

was

levels

of declared

levels of the

undeclared

Spanish majors/minors.

According
Pishghadam
the foreign

to other

studies

(Hsieh

& Kang,

2010;

Hsieh,

& Zabihi, 2011; Yough, 2011) relating self-efficacy
language classroom,

self-efficacy

the average of the grades of the students

is a good indicator

2004;

Jabbarifar,

to academic
of academic

with a Spanish major/minor

2011;

achievement
success.

in

Indeed,

for both the first and

second major exam were a whole letter grade higher than the grade average of the students
without

a Spanish major/minor

the declared
undeclared

Spanish

For instance, for the first major exam, the average score for

majors/minors

Spanish majors/minors

group

score for the undeclared

while

group was 86.94%; similarly,

grade, the average score for the declared
average

was 93.57%,

Spanish majors/minors

Spanish majors/minors

the average

score for the

for the second major exam
group was 9207%

and the

group was 85.31%.
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More

specifically,

the results

Hsieh & Kang (2010) and Yough (2011)

(2004L

correlation

between

language
efficacy,

classroom.
attributions,

high

self-efficacy

For example,
language

University

correlation.

of Texas were
Additionally,

study was roughly
the present
Similarly,

study, further

study

with
and

reaffirm

academic

achievement

beliefs and achievement

students
found

enrolled

reinforcing

coefficient

studies suggest, there is statistically

specifically
compared
by students
confidence
self-efficacy

in which

the

focused

coefficients

correlated,

relevant

found

for similar

current

study

on self-

positive

by Hsieh in her
correlations

in

study

levels of Korean English as a

notwithstanding

weakly correlated,

study and aforementioned

data to support

on written

foreign

levels and

(p < .001)

value (r = .51) obtained

Thus, as the current

is related to higher performance

An area

in the

the claims of both Hsieh's study and the current

were positively

(r = .24; P < .001).

of a positive

the self-efficacy

significant

in the Hsieh and Kang (2010) study, the self-efficacy

achievement

which

of Hsieh

in Spanish! German and French classes at

to have a statistically

the correlation

the findings

regards to the existence

in the Hsieh (2004) dissertation,

the same as the correlation

Foreign Language students

efficacy

levels

learning

test scores of 500 undergraduate
the

of the current

to

related

that having higher levels of self-

exams.

differs

from

the

studies

mentioned

the Hsieh (2004) and Hsieh & Kang (2010), is the fact that self-efficacy

above,

levels were

not only to the next major test grade, but also to the overall course grade attained
With
level.

these

However,

correlations,

results

the correlations

levels and the next exam grade.

were

statistically

significant

in all but one

were not as strong as the correlations

between

This might be due to the fact that more than

Rioux!
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just exam grades contribute
is more

important

assessment

to a student's

overall

to have high self-efficacy

tasks in the foreign

language

course grade,

before

but it might also imply that it

an exam than it is for other

learning

and

classroom.

Attributions
With
Spanish
were

regards

declared

low

to attributional

minors/majors

and there

was

habits,

group

no statistically

significant

the independent-samples

t-tests

between

the

for

attributions.

groups

In other

exists

words,

revealed

the

the analysis

are more likely than students

attribute

successes

positive

performance

to their

is stable

own

the foreign
However,
stable
foreign

language

while the current

and personal

language classroom,

types of attributions
study

control

attributions

analysis

would

the

s.gnificant
and

group
groups.

difference

personal

control

who are declared

Spanish

also believing

that

to
their

the same result

(locus of causality).

This might

who will strive for proficiency

attributions

to ascertain

of high proficiency

should

proficiency
the extent

in

be encouraged.

exists between

for success and higher

be an excellent

two

the

Spanish majors/minors

while

that a relationship

study is required

impact the realization

using multivariate

of students

the aforementioned

study establishes

further

that students

that they control

a larger quantity

classroom,

between

stability

both

majors/minors

that a stausticaltv

and abilities)

levels for

in that they can easily achieve

again, and that their success is something
imply that in order to obtain

difference

who are not declared

actions

over time,

undeclared

internal/self,

showed

majors/minors
their

attributional

and the Spanish

However,

two

the external

internal/self,
levels in the

to which these

levels. To this end, a follow-up

way to determine

the degree
Rioux
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which

one's level of proficiency

in the foreign

for success rather than other common

language is influenced

underlying

factors,

by positive

like facility.

Previous studies (Cochran et al., 2010; Hsieh, 2004; Hsieh & Schallert,
Kang, 2010; Pishghadam
control

attributions

language
stable

and internal

confirm

success.

between
Moreover,

statistically
The

indicators

of academic

Thus, the statistically

significant

correlations

(personal)

the findings

connection

current

correlation

& Zabihi, 2011) have all suggested that internal,

for success are reliable

classroom.

locus of causality

of the aforementioned
internal,
in the

stable and personal
Hsieh (2004)

significant

between

study

complements

between

attributions

studies

the second

finding

as a very

exam grade and personal

self/internal,

in the present

support

that

study

there

is a

habits and academic

was strongest

the second test score and the personal
this

stable and persona!

between

attributional

the correlation

2008; Hsieh &

success in the foreign

obtained

and further

control

study,

attributions

and most

attributions

(r = 26),

significant

positive

statistically
attributions

(r

= .34) was also

found.

Dissimilar

to the conclusions

specifically,

external

correlation,

which

attributions

with

attributions

fallon

attributions
would

lower

express

achievement

the opposite

of the Hsieh (2004) and Hsieh & Kang (2010) studies
did

not

produce

a substantial

link

a statistically
between

scores, and vice versa.

side of the spectrum

significant

high

However,

from personal/internal

levels

negative
of

external

given that external
attributions,

R,ioux
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nevertheless
ownership

wise for foreign

was found

study, regardless

that a statistically

language classroom

attributions

significant

for success. This finding

levels were

correlation

coefficients

significant

(p

< .01

confirms

to take

Implications

highest

with

were lower,

high self-efficacy

with positive

it

levels in the

personal and internal/self

between

internal/personal

the attributional
attributions.

categories

Additionally,

and selfwhile

the

for these tests were also lower, the results were all very statistically
and

p

<.001).

This

implies

may aIso boost

levels, further

that

boosting

thei r self-efficacy

exists between

the

personal/internal

!evels, and vice versa.

personal/internal

attributions

study is necessary.

for Teaching Foreign Languages

In this

study,

achievement
confirms

attributional

between

coefficients

the research of Hsieh (2004) and Hsieh & Kang

to establish that a causal relationship

and self-efficacy

study

relationship

that correlations

attri butiona I levels of students
However,

of the fact that correlation

is most closely associated

(2010), which also concluded

student

their students

between Self-Efficacy and Attributions

In the current

efficacy

to always encourage

of their own successes.

The Relationship

foreign

language educators

that

the

connection

in the foreign
self-efficacy

habits signaling

between

attributions

language classroom
and attributional

with

is clearly shown.

patterns

higher or lower self-efficacy

aiong

self-efficacy

and

Furthermore,

this

are interrelated,

and with

with

certain

high or 10w self-efficacy
Rioux
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acting as a strong

indicator

to the field of foreign
responsible

for their

for certain

language

learning

performance

improve

overall

of foreign
student

persuading

students

attribution

retraining.

prior

experiences

student,

self-efficacy

one-on-one

achieving

student

or the

improved
teachers
to poorer

student

shared

the student

conversations

in which student

the foreign

and/or

who is

sense of his or

language

While

strengths,

theory

observed

by either

themselves,

(1)

whereby
their

language

capabilities

to encourage

these two

associated

an authority

ability

in

beliefs are formed

of individuals

the foreign

is needed

context

most self-efficacy

experiences

so that they can

learning tasks, or by (2) partaking

that it is within

are paired

achievement

making a concentrated
achievement

is important

with

the

figure) in this

to achieve more.
teacher

by

For

and a lower-

and areas of opportunity

increased

self-efficacy

levels,

overall.

if persuasions
academic

what

to the student's

and attributions

between

may be all that

in higher achievement

Moreover,

within

are interconnected.

convinces

beliefs about

must be aware of this relationship

can also be shaped by persuasions,

instance,

resulting

languages

Just like self-efficacy

student

This relationship

language classroom.

of their ability to achieve on future

measures

are the main topic

because student

achievement

interventional

case the teacher)

patterns,

in class is closely related

her ability to succeed in the foreign

Educators

attributional

outcomes

effort

with

attribution

is even more likely.

to convert

(like external

retraining,

the

Attribution

retraining

their students'

and unstable

attributions

attributions

plausibility

of

involves

that are linked

that are always out

Rioux
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of the students'
(like

personal

student).

control)

Into attributions

attributions

For instance,

that

a teacher

that are linked with higher achievement

are stable

and affirm

that

might work with lower-achieving

belief that their lack of success is due to their "low ability,"
of their control,

to a more controllable

student's

self-image

language

learning

foreign

from

"incapable!'

by outfitting

language educators

However,
on their

habits.

exam surveys

a point

can effectively

strategies

language

encourage

sustainable

monitor

the way they

students

or a way to start

would

the conversations

strategies,

their beliefs

foreign

self-efficacy

language
levels and

be to utilize postbe tailored

as required.

learners,

approach

into high-achievers.

The surveys could

reflective

the

Not only

but they might

regarding

to fit

student

also
self-

habit reforms.

all students,

opportunity

to be more

study

to redirect

their students

this information

that is out

By transforming

and manageable

turn lower-achieving

to routinely

students

of reference

if they are properly

have the unique

and changing

to the ones used in this study.

efficacy levels and attributional

Ultimately,

with

effort.

and class needs, and could be lessened or lengthened

will these surveys
become

to "capable,"

One possible way to collect

similar

specific teacher

like imparted

by the

to change their

which is an attribution

and the reasons behind their own successes and failures,

must develop

attributional

them

attribution

is controlled

students

in order to know when and what to say to students

abilities

educators

success

outcomes

no matter
motivated

their

age, are able to learn and acquire

(Obrnyei,

to boost their students'

1994)

Educators

self-efficacy

of foreign

another
languages

levels and to reshape
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way they

rationalize

redirecting

successes

unproductive

feedback

just

language

classroom

reached

their

might

mastery

and failures.

attributional

habits

be the key to propelling
and motivating

Cultivating

routinely
students

them to continue

high self-efficacy

using

post-exam

to academic
learning

levels and

reflections

and

success in the foreign

the language

until they have

levels.

Limitations

While the current

study had an admirable

number

of participants,

similar fashion,' like the Hsieh (2004) study had a remarkably
Hsieh's

(2004)

study included

Spanish, German
defense

sample

probably

study,

will be achieved

results even more relevant,
of declared
anticipated
between

Spanish
and

and accurate

study

ideally,

was a dissertation,

the results, and the more

in the

would

Indeed, it is a possibility

significant

current

have been

in

in the

that

the

the larger the

likely that statistical

Moreover,
study
more

was
evenly

to make the
the number
lower

than

distributed

that if the overall sample size of the study

and the two groups more evenly balanced,

more statistically

implying

study were to be repeated,

represented

participants

However,

Nevertheless,

a larger sample size would be necessary.

student

who were enrolled

of Texas, in Austin.

research data.

Thus, if the current

manors/minors

the two groups

were greater

(2004)

had a longer time to collect

size, the more reliable

significance

Hsieh's

studies of a

larger sample size. For instance,

size of 500 undergraduates

and French courses at the University

of the current

researcher

a sample

other

higher correlation

results would have been attained.

coefficients

and

Lastly, while
same textbook

Butler

University

professors

and, more or less, follow

of SP203 and SP204 courses

the same curriculum,

regards to exams or the manner and order in which subject
professors,

indeed

no two

classes, are exactly

SP203 and SP204 section

professors

purely a product

self-efficacy

of student

would

there is little coordination
manner

the same, more

have further

is taught.

coordination

corroborated

levels and attributional

all utilize the
with

While no two
amongst

that

results

the
were

habits.

CONCLUSION

While
foreign

many countries

and post-secondary

to universities,

curriculum)

with

years of foreign
foreign

foreign

a considerably

study are required

the

bilingualism

and multilingualism,

keeping students

la nguage cou rses are si m ply electives
smaller

number

of required

(not part of the core

years of study,

Indeed, the normal

if any years of

two to three

required

language study are simply not enough to attain a high level of proficiency

language.

foreign

Indeed, in

schools across the nation, ranging from middle/high

at all, than math and English.

ranging from the financial
society,

and encourage

language study is not yet as highly valued in the United States of America.

almost all secondary
schools

appreciate

language

With

all the

known

benefits

gains to the cognitive
researchers

in the foreign

of bilingualism

advantages,

and educators

and multilingualism,

it is imperative

alike investigate

in

effective

that in today's
strategies

for

language classrooms.
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The

current

practices

were

students

without

strived

different

internal,

sought

the

& Zabihi,

2011;

efficacy

language

and/or

proficiency

In the
University

attributions

present

enrolled

study,
in

and personal

achievement

Similarly,

the personal

academic

achievement

whereby

the

academic

achievement

between

the

attribution

measures,
factors

included

higher

control

70

high occurrence

sought

in determining

internal

undergraduate

levels by category

for

that

foreign

students

courses,

self-efficacy

self-

language

the

levels with

self-efficacy

levels

declared

a greater

revealed

highly
types

correlated

and the overall

locus of causality,

obtaining

from

presence

significant
of attributions

a certain

for each participant

grade

produced

two

with

in the class.

attributions

positive

of

Spanish

positively

grade

and the stability

Butler
Spanish

for success than the undeclared

of one of these

levels

2004;

levels and

to prove

the

for the next grade and the overall course grade.

self-efficacy

study

Hsieh,

high self-efficacy

in turn,

Spanish

attributions
higher

correlations

2010;

the

and

for success were linked to high achievement

for both the next exam grade
control,

language

Furthermore,

& Kang,

that

attributional

in the long run.

which

Moreover,

(Hsieh

and

in a foreign

language.

by confirming

intermediate-level

internal,

academic

These

had markedly

group.

studies

attributions

will achieve

group

majors/minors

2011)

are significant

majors/minors
stable

Yough,

levels

majors/minors

in a foreign

of previous

control

if self-efficacy

with declared

classroom.

level a student

determine

major/minor

findings

stable and personal
foreign

to

for students

a declared

to confirm

Pishghadam

in the

study

and

relationships,

was linked

to high

Lastly, correlations

on the

next

noteworthy

exam

and

results:

(1)
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highly significant

positive

relationships

levels, and (2) highly significant
efficacy

classroom

is twofold.

control

achievement

students

institutional

in the form

relationships

in the foreign

will continue
requirements.

attributions

between

and high self-efficacy

external

attributions

and self-

implication

is that

attention

language

educators

resulting

in increased

to acquire

another

levels

attributional

the way students
to student

academic

may be an indicator

even

after

trends,

attribute

self-efficacy

change student

a greater
they

by implementing
teachers,

lives, have the unique opportunity

can positively

language

and

language

levels and internal,

It also creates

Another

figure in their students'

by paying

classroom.
language

authority

words,

for success

the foreign

self-efficacy

results to the foreign

is that high self-efficacy

habits

language

of these

to study

student

levels and reframe

implication

attributional

monitor

efficacy

of implications,

One important

and personal

academic
that

negative

personal

levels.

The translation,

stable

between

have

of higher
possibility
met their

strategies

as an important

to increase student

their successes or failures

levels and attributional
trajectories

in the foreign

success and possibly a more positive outlook

that

self-

In other

habits,
language

foreign
class,

on their

altogether.
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Appendix A
Demographics Questionnaire
Please Jill in the following

information.

1.

Name: --------------------------------------------

2.

Are you planning

to obtain

a Spanish Major from

Butler University?
No

Yes
3.

Are you planning

to obtain

a Spanish Minor

from

Butler University?
No

Yes
4.

If you answered

"ves"

to either

question

2 or 3, have you already

declared

a major or minor

in Spanish?
No

Yes

5.

~hatjsyourfi~tlanguage?--------~--------------~--~~---

6.

Do you fluently

speak any language

other than English?
No

Yes
a.
7.

If yes, what language(s)? __

---------------------

Have you taken Spanish classes before

Butler University?
No

Yes
a.

If yes, at what grade did you begin taking Spanish classes for the first time?

(Circle

0

grade)
Kin d erg a rt en

8.

Do you have a heritage
family's

tradition

connection

9th

8th

1s ~

to Spanish?

In other words,

is Spanish a part of your

or background?
Yes

No

Rioux
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Appendix B
Consent to Participate

in an Honors Thesis Research Study

THE ROLE OF SELF-EFFICACY AND ATTRIBUTION THEORY IN THE FOREIGN
LANGUAGE CLASSROOM
BACKGROUND INFORMATION
You are being invited
own abilities
affect

to take pa rt in an Honors Thesis resea rch study about

(self-efficacy)

in your SP203 and SP204 course.

your achievement

are bei ng invited

how you r beliefs

and the reasons you give for your own successes and failures

to pa rticipate

All students

enrolled

j

n you r

(attributions)

in SP203

and SP204

in th is resea rch study.

PROCEDURES
If you agree to participate
brief questionnaires

SP204 course.
to complete.
ensure

in this study, you will be asked to complete

immediately

Each set of questionnaires

and surveys should take between

You will be asked to complete

the accuracy

three short surveys and two

after you receive your grade for two major exams in your SP203 or
these surveys and questionnaires

of the study, you will be asked to allow your professors

two exams and your final grade in the class to the researcher

five and fifteen
twice.

minutes

Additionally,

to provide

to

grades on the

(Justice Rioux).

CONFIDENTIALITY
The re cord s oft his stu d y will be k e ptin
into codes that cannot

a

be linked to them

10 c ked 10 cat ion

u ntil a! I part ic i pan ts n ame s are con ve rt e d

in any way, thus preventing

any breach of confidentiality.

In

the completed

Honors Thesis, your name will in no way be linked to the study, nor will the Honors

Thesis mention

your personal

involvement.

VOLUNTARY NATURE OF THE STUDY
You decision

whether

SP204 course,

or not to participate

nor will it in any way affect your current

you choose to participate
affecting

in this study will not affect your grade in your SP203 or
or future

relations

with Butler

University.

If

in th is study, you are free to withd raw at a ny time for any reason without

your status in the class or at Butler

University.

CONTACTS AND QUESTIONS
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Major

in charge of this study is Justice Rioux, Undergraduate

at Butler University.

Prieto, Assistant

Professor

you have any questions

She is being guided

in this research

of Spanish in the Butler University

or concerns

resea rcher at lrioux@ butler.edu

regarding

or her guiding

Spanish Education

and Spanish

by Doctor Juan Pablo Rodriguez

College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.

If

this study, you may direct them to the student
professor

at i prodrig@butler.edu
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Appendix 0

Language Achievement Attribution Scale (LAAS)
Post-Exam Survey #2
Directions: For each of the following scales/ please pro vide/ by circling ONE number/ a rate of
the degree to which your grade on this test is due to the reasons listed be/ow. Please

remember while filling out this section that there are no good/bad answers/ so please answer
as honestly as possible. Moreover/ these research materials will never be disclosed to your
professor and in no way will affect your grode.
1.

Rate the degree to which you are satisfied

(Very Unsatisfied)

2.

3

2

4

5

6

(Very Satisfied)

My grade on this test is what it is because of my ability

(Strongly

3.

1

with the grade on this test.

Disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

6

My grade on this test is what it is because of the amount

in learning
(Strongly

of effort

the language.
Agree)

I put into studying

for this

test.
(Strongly

4.

3

4

5

6

(Strongly

Disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(Strongly

Agree)

of the test.
Agree)

Disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(Strongly

6

(Strongly

Agree)

My grade on this test is what it is because of luck.

(Strongly

7.

2

My grade on this test is what it is because of my mood on the day of the test.

(Strongly

6.

1

My grade on this test is what it is because of the level of difficulty

(Strongly

5.

Disagree)

Disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

My grade on this test is what it is because of the way my teacher

(Strongly

Disagree)

1

2

3

4

5

6

(Strongly

Agree)
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Appendix

E

Post-Exam Questionnaire
What was your test result? (Please write your test grade in the blank space)

_

What do you think about this grade? ---------------------------------------

Why do you think that you received

the grade that you did? ----------------

Self-Efficacy Questionnaire (Percent Confident)
Post Exam Survey #1
Directions: For each of these scores, please circle either "yes" or "no" according to whether
you feel you are able to score this on your next test. Then, for each of the 7 you responded
"yes" to, indicate how certain you are of scoring each score. Your certainty score can range
from

a (very

uncertain) to 100 (very certain).

Certainty (0-100)

Your next testscore
100

Yes

No

95

Yes

No

90

Yes

No

85

Yes

No

80

Yes

No

75

Yes

No

70

Yes

No
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